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Abstract: The study of past Human–Environment interactions has long been seen at a very local scale, that of sites of human occupation. Geoarchaeology differs from the traditional concepts of Environmental Archaeology and Landscape Archaeology in this respect since it adopts a different spatial resolution based on the development of multidisciplinary research at the scale of geographical, geological or geomorphological features. In this paper, we aim to contribute to the definition of coastal geoarchaeology where environmental holistic studies can be developed, thus integrating both continental and marine dynamics. A specific application is realized here for the largest Mediterranean islands where heterogeneity can be observed in research over the last decades. For this reason, we divide the Mediterranean Basin into four areas in order to review the main works conducted. In general, investigating coastal environments represents an exciting opportunity to reconstruct past landscapes and to evidence the long-term history of human occupation and land use by employing a wide range of proxies. We focus in particular on the coastal wetlands of Corsica, where a large number of lagoons have been cored since the early 2010s. Multiproxy laboratory analyses reveal a history of the complex relationships between past human societies and their environments which is complementary to existing archaeological studies.
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1. Introduction

Since the United Nations conference of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in 1992, there has been a growing interest in the study of the direct consequences of human activities in terms of development and environmental impacts [1] on the climate in particular, and human responsibility is today recognized as a contributor to Global Warming. Other indirect consequences of anthropogenic actions have also been evoked, notably an increasingly rapid oceanic sea level rise since the Industrial Revolution. Over the last years, a sense of emergency has driven a need to highlight the deleterious effects that anthropogenic actions are having on flora and fauna diversity and composition, and which are threatening the Earth with a sixth mass extinction [2,3]. Studying both present-day and future relationships between humans and their nearby environments is a key issue for politicians and scientists alike due to the sizeable economic interests involved [4]. If this short–intermediate-term view of the interactions is based more on a predictive approach, largely derived from modelling of already published material, both the regressive and empirical views have been given less priority despite the key role they play in the evaluation of how human actions impact their environment over the long-term history.

The Mediterranean Sea testifies to a long-term history of human occupation and is probably one of the best-documented areas in the world from both archaeological and
palaeoenvironmental perspectives. Surprisingly, however, the Mediterranean islands and archipelagos are less documented than the continental margins, despite the fact that they probably served as relays for ancient civilizations between the north/south and east/west sides of the so-called Mare Nostrum [5].

The first aim of this paper is to contribute to defining geoarchaeology and to differentiate this concept from other multidisciplinary approaches that aim at reconstructing the Human–Environment interactions for the Holocene notably.

Secondly, we deliver a pertinent overview of the coastal geoarchaeological research that has been conducted on the four main insular complexes of the Mediterranean Sea: Cyprus-Levant, Aegean Basin, Central (Sicily–Malta–Ionian and Adriatic islands) and Western (Corsica–Sardinia–Balearic archipelago).

Thirdly, research conducted more specifically on Corsican coastal wetlands will be detailed and will be proposed as a reference for forthcoming studies that will attempt to differentiate between the impacts of anthropogenic actions and natural processes on the evolution of landscape within an insular context. Both published material and new data are incorporated for presentation, and we detail the methods employed for geoarchaeological purposes, and we present some main highlights of the research.

2. Defining the Concept of Geoarchaeology

Archaeological sites, in particular, provide precious if not unique windows onto past relationships between human populations and their nearby environments. After long being dedicated primarily to the study of archaeological remains, a major turning point occurred at the end of the 1960s when the School of New Archaeology began to see sites of human occupation as having multidisciplinary scientific interest [6,7]. Indeed, specialists began to adopt geosciences-based approaches that enabled the reconstruction of environmental history at the same time as specialists in the Human Sciences were focusing on the social interpretation of human artifacts buried under the sediments. From then on, the development of Environmental Archaeology was spectacular and often focused on the local, within-site (in situ) scale [7]. The concept of geoarchaeology differs from Environmental Archaeology and Landscape Archaeology in the sense that the study scale it exceeds that of human occupation to encompass the Geo- as in geomorphology, geology or geography. Practically speaking, this means that it is the reconstruction of Human–Environment interactions that must be enlarged, rather than any physically defined boundaries [8]. This is supported by the fact that archaeological sites, or vestiges, can be integrated into one geographical, geomorphological or geological landscape unit where human networks have been built for millennia and have thus enabled the territory organization. For example, river systems use to be the most favoured geomorphological framework and led the development of fluvial geoarchaeology [9–12]. Alluvial sediments then acquired particular importance for reconstructing the environment at a catchment scale: times of erosion, transport and accumulation were separated and studied under the spectrum of human disturbance and natural forcing on slope systems, from source to sink, mainly from the beginning of Neolithization.

Another branch of geoarchaeology is dedicated to coastal environments. This is a growing field of multidisciplinary research that aims at reconstructing the palaeogeography of river deltas, estuaries and wetlands (mainly lagoons, marshes and ponds) together with the adaptation of human societies to constantly changing shoreline positions since at least the mid-Holocene [13]. This date is of importance as it corresponds to the beginning of the post-glacial slowdown in sea level rise when a mechanism of coastal progradation was initiated [14,15], thus provoking the formation of wetlands parallel to the shoreline. Coastal wetlands form a receptacle for sediments carried away by both continental and marine delivery sources, and as a result, they provide a unique opportunity to precisely reconstruct a holistic Holocene landscape evolution. From a long-term historical perspective, these water resources have always been important places for human settlements, starting from Mesolithic times and continuing to the present day: environmental and ecological interests
are numerous, and reconstructing the palaeoenvironments of coastal wetlands can also help to reshape and better define territories under human influence.

3. Coastal Geoarchaeology of the Largest Mediterranean Islands: A Brief Overview and Main Highlights

There are today approximately 10,000 islands across the Mediterranean, of which 250–300 are inhabited [16,17] by a total of ca. 10 million people. From a long-term historical perspective, these “isolated” pieces of land acted as vibrant places in the settlement process of the Mediterranean and were an important stage for both the exploitation of natural resources (stone tools, etc.) and for the spread of agriculture beginning in the early stages of Neolithization. Coastal areas were the gateways for seafarers to discover, colonize and exploit these islands. The development of agriculture was first initiated in Cyprus (Levant), and it then crossed the whole Mediterranean with a possible spread via the islands. Later, the Bronze Age and Antiquity mark a major turning point in the development of Mediterranean civilizations, when these emerged pieces of land became important centres of exchanges of goods, thanks to their geostrategic position at the crossroads between Africa, Europe and Asia. Below, we delineate four main geographical zones, from the east to the west of the Mediterranean and provide a non-exhaustive list of the main coastal geoarchaeological research conducted over the last decades.

3.1. Cyprus (Levant)

The island of Cyprus is located a short distance from the coastline of modern Anatolia (70 km) and at a greater distance from the Levant mainland (100 km). The third-largest Mediterranean island is well known for harbouring the earliest traces of Neolithization across the Mediterranean, dating back to at least the first half of the 9th millennium BCE [18,19]. Since the 1970s, numerous sites, mostly situated a short distance from the shore in the lower river valleys on the southern coast of Cyprus, have been identified and excavated to better understand the environmental conditions during settlement by the first farmers. The latter probably came from various places around the Levant rather than from Anatolia alone [18]. Archaeobotanical data (plant remains, wood, charcoals, seeds, etc.) collected at the within-site scale [20,21] have helped to (i) reconstruct to a large degree the vegetation cover in the close vicinity of the investigated sites (some of which date from the aceramic Neolithic culture also called Prepottery Neolithic B) and (ii), to enable the identification of the different Neolithic founder crops, including einkorn, emmer, hulled barley, lentil and pea which were the most commonly occurring domestic species during the island’s aceramic Neolithic period. These valuable papers show a rather limited spatial interpretation due to an important taphonomic bias, and they deal more with the concepts of Environmental Archaeology or Landscape Archaeology. In their review of the reconstruction of palaeoenvironments of Cyprus, Butzer and Harris [22] underline the paucity of regional studies. Almost no work has attempted to precisely reconstruct the vegetation configuration at a larger scale, neither before the introduction of the Neolithic culture nor during the entire Neolithic culture. Derived palaeoecological data at a within-site study cannot fully reflect a complete view of the past landscape, and therefore cannot be considered satisfactory. In addition, the lack of a natural reservoir of water, which would include all types of wetlands, is one of the main reasons evoked by Butzer and Harris to explain the small number of palaeoenvironmental studies conducted until the late 2000s [22]. Further to palaeolandscape configuration, precious information about a pre-colonization of the island by seafarers is provided in the major studies led by A. Simmons and his team, who examine the question of the dwarf hippo, presumably driven to extinction by humans [23–25]. The excavation conducted on the site of Akrotiri-Aetokremnos (south central coast of Cyprus) during the 1980s and 1990s provided a great number of $^{14}$C dating results and osteological investigations (traces of cut marks identified on bones), which revealed the coexistence, probably for only a short period of time, of human groups and dwarf hippos. This period dates slightly before the emergence of the early aceramic Neolithic culture; the mean date of ca. 9700 cal. BCE was obtained for
the extinction of this mammal. Seasonal visits of seafarers from the nearby mainlands (Anatolia and Levant) probably began ca. 10,000 BCE [18,26,27], but the reasons behind these frequent visits are still under debate (one possible suggestion is that they came to exploit mineral resource). In short, a large part of the studies conducted close to the coast of Cyprus since the 1970s mainly focused on the beginning of the Holocene and have attempted to identify the local environmental conditions related to the introduction of agriculture during the Late Pleistocene when humans already frequented the island for its natural resources (chert), which they used to make stone tools. However, the geographical scale of these studies did not enable the full reconstruction of the interactions between humans and their environments.

With the exception of that research dedicated to Environmental Archaeology as it relates to local landscape conditions of the hunter/gatherer to farmer transition, geoarchaeological investigations have mainly been restricted to the coastal wetlands located on the southern coast of Cyprus. Since the 2010s, the Middle to Recent Holocene palaeogeography of the lagoons has been reconstructed and is now largely based on the study of cores using palaeoecological proxies, including pollen studies. One of the aims of these analyses has been to precisely reconstruct the coastal landscape configuration of present-day lagoons during the Bronze Age and Antiquity. For the latter periods, several ancient harbours (previously connected to the sea) have been identified and replaced within their original context of use [28]. Lagoons are generally the remnant evidence of a former marine incursion and are of great interest for the reconstruction of vegetation composition, based on the identification of well-preserved pollen grains and spores in these calm depositional environments [29]. Both palaeoecological evidence and archaeological interpretations help to better evaluate the resilience of past human societies to natural forcings, such as abrupt climate changes [29,30]. Nonetheless, multidisciplinary discussions between scientific communities on this last point are infrequent, which impoverishes interpretations based only on geosciences data.

3.2. The Aegean Basin

Over the last decades, research dealing with coastal geoarchaeology has been a growing sector within the tectonically very active Aegean Basin and has mainly focused on the morphological impact of the last post-glacial sea-level rise. Particular attention has been paid to reconstructing past sea-level positions and the effects of regional/local tectonics, based on the cross-contribution of both archaeological evidence and of geomorphological markers (uplifted or submerged notches and slabs of beachrocks). Important aspects of these studies include geomorphological consequences and human implications. Most of the relevant research has been conducted in western Crete [31–33], in Rhodes [34], and in the Cyclades at Delos-Mykonos-Rhenea [35,36], Keos [37], Andros [38] and at Paros [39].

A key symbol of this facet of coastal geoarchaeology in a very active seismic context is the morphological impacts of what is known as the Early Byzantine Paroxysm [31] and its consequences on the coastal sites of human occupation of western and south western Crete. This 8.5+ magnitude earthquake occurred in 365 CE [40] and provoked the violent uplifting of western Crete. The maximum amplitude of ca. 9 m (Figure 1a) has been observed on the western coast of the island [40,41], decreasing in intensity eastwards as far as the Gulf of Tymbaki (Figure 1a) in South Central Crete. Morphological evidence of this coseismic event remains visible at different elevations through the presence of a bioerosional notch situated above the present-day sea level [41]. This uniform geomorphological unit is the common feature of many archaeological sites dating from Minoan times to Antiquity, which are located all along the southwestern coast of the island. As a direct consequence, the ancient coastal harbour of Falarsana (western Crete) is today situated inland at an elevation of ca. 6.6 m amsl [32] (Figure 1b). Further to the east, in the area of Ancient Lyssos (Figure 1a,c), the coseismic bioerosional notch is visible at an elevation of ca. 7 m above the present-day sea level and uplifted the harbour basin to a similar elevation. Still further east, at Sougia, the notch can be seen at ca. 6.50 to 7 m amsl (Figure 1d), and the ancient harbour of
Sougia is now situated inland. Finally, at Loutro, the notch is readily observable at an
elevation of ca. 4.5 m amsl (Figure 1e). Here, coastal geoarchaeology is related to the
societal consequences of this abrupt environmental change at the end of Roman times and
the beginning of the Byzantine period.

Figure 1. Different views of the 365 CE coseismic bioerosional notch. This notch is related to a regional
uplift of the westernmost part of Crete and can be observed at different elevations above present-day
sea level (a). Purple lines in (a) are isobases marking the uplift. Archaeological implications are
important since various sites (mostly harbour basins) were landlocked: at Phalarsana (b), Lyssos (c),
Sougia (d) and Loutro (e).

A second aspect of the coastal geoarchaeological studies conducted on the islands of
the Aegean Sea concerns the reconstruction of the land- and seascape configuration, taking
into account both the evaluation of shoreline displacement and the reconstruction of vege-
tation composition under human and climatic forcings. Investigating Holocene sediment
accumulation of coastal wetlands is useful for reconstructing whole landscape configu-
rations and then integrating sites of human occupation at a regional scale of changing
environments. This type of work mainly consists of drilling boreholes in coastal wetlands,
usually in lagoons that formed over the last six millennia. Investigations conducted on the
islands of Thassos [42], Samos [43], Limnos [44], Skyros [45] and Paros [46] comprise some
of the most relevant work undertaken over the last two decades.

A good example of this enlarged approach to Human–Environment interactions is ob-
tained on the island of Euboea (west central Aegean), on the southern Euboean Gulf, where
a great number of major ancient sites (among which are Avlida, Eretria and Amarynthos)
have been identified within a deltaic context or in former marine embayments, later silted
up by a mixture of continental and marine deposits [47]. Sanctuaries dedicated to Artemis,
the goddess of the hunt and of swamps, have been identified in many places along the coastline of the Southern Euboean Gulf and clearly indicate a common landscape configuration where coastal swamps probably played a determining role in the building of these sanctuaries, during both the Classical and the Hellenistic periods. From an archaeological perspective, this specific landscape configuration has only rarely been taken into consideration to precisely locate some of the temples associated with the goddess. Furthermore, little attention had been paid to reconstructing the coastal landscape configuration until recent studies [48,49]. Most of the deltaic environments where sanctuaries of Artemis were first mentioned by ancient writers and later rediscovered (sometimes only very recently [50]) have been investigated in terms of environmental history using coring. The main results highlight a second major phase of deltaic progradation (the first phase is identified at the end of the Late Neolithic to Early Bronze Age) along the southern part of the Euboean Gulf, starting around the 9th Century BCE. As a consequence, the shoreline gradually advanced and created extensive areas of land due to the thick deposition of alluvial material. Another direct morphological consequence is the appearance of lagoons and coastal ponds that formed from the early 1st millennium BCE to Late Roman times. The palaeoenvironmental data, based on borehole chronostratigraphy, is of great importance from a geoarchaeological perspective and can deliver valuable information about general coastal landscape configuration during a period of flourishing human activities. In a major finding, the exact location of the sanctuary of Artemis at Amarynthos was confirmed thanks in part to the palaeoenvironmental results obtained [48] before its unambiguous discovery [50]. The case study of the island of Euboea and the presence of associated sanctuaries to Artemis highlights obvious Human–Environment interactions, both in a coastal landscape and in a regional context, and underlines another aspect of coastal geoarchaeology. In doing so, coastal wetlands acquire high multidisciplinary interest.

3.3. Central Mediterranean (Sicily–Malta–Ionian and Adriatic Seas)

Despite Sicily being the largest Mediterranean island, geoarchaeological research along its shoreline is scarce and most existing studies are more in phase with the concept of Landscape Archaeology, where a within-site scale has been adopted. However, we can cite the valuable work conducted on the eastern and western coasts of the island, south of Syracuse [51], and in Marsala Sound [52], respectively. Both studies aimed at investigating lagoonal/brackish sediments in order to reconstruct shoreline shifting and past sea-level changes. Nonetheless, the archaeological implications were limited, and palaeoecological proxies were not systemically included. The potential for developing coastal geoarchaeology along the Sicilian coast is important because the archaeological context is rich [53] and numerous coastal wetlands have been identified, mainly situated within a fluvio-deltaic context and at a short distance from major ancient sites [54]. Moreover, the active tectonics of the island have provoked local subsidence and even the submersion of well-dated archaeological structures [54]. In the future, one component of Sicilian coastal geoarchaeology should be dedicated to reconstructing the past sea- and landscapes in order to obtain long-term estimates of subsidence rates, which could then be integrated into present-day coastal management scenarios.

The Maltese Archipelago (Malta, Gozo and Comino islands) is situated between Sicily and Tunisia and has a long-term history of human occupation. Over the last decade, specific interest has been given to the reconstruction of past Human–Environment interactions in Malta (246 km²). This island records vestiges of a series of former fluvial valleys (incised during previous glacial periods) that subsequently developed into rias (inundated valleys during the postglacial maximum marine ingression) and finally into fluvio-deltaic plains in the Middle Holocene [55]. These rias are an almost unique geomorphological feature at the scale of the Mediterranean islands and are frequently encountered on Malta. The Mid- to Late Holocene alluvial deposition in these former marine corridors has been investigated to reconstruct both shoreline displacements and, more generally, landscape configuration, including vegetation history. Similar to the research undertaken in the Aegean Basin, the
development of coastal geoarchaeology on Malta has helped to better understand human impacts on sediment dynamics since the beginning of anthropization at a catchment scale. Palaeoecological proxies, such as pollen identification and fire signal study, have been combined in order to evaluate the first signs of agriculture and its impacts in terms of soil erosion and related alluvial activity (deltaic progradation). Reconstructing land-use practices has revealed the first signs of agriculture approximately 7300 years ago, which is broadly consistent with the earliest archaeological traces observed in the catchment and its surroundings [55].

On the Ionian coast of the Greek mainland, several islands (Corfu, Levkas, Ithaka, Cephalonia, Meganisi and Zante) have been investigated in order to reconstruct both past sea-level changes and palaeoseismic events [56,57]. Unfortunately, these studies are of limited archaeological interest, despite the islands having well-documented archaeological backgrounds. The most relevant coastal geoarchaeological research exists for the island of Corfu (ca. 590 km²) and was of major multidisciplinary interest in dating the transition from Mesolithic hunter-gatherers to the development of Neolithic culture. In the NW part of the island, the site of Sidari is situated on a coastal cliff where, due to marine erosion, a Holocene terrestrial sedimentary sequence was revealed. The site shows an alternation between fluvial accumulation layers and soil horizons which were later studied for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction [58] and accurate dating. In parallel, the archaeological context was well defined at a local scale, and the first signs of an Early Neolithic occupation were revealed due to systematic excavations and the characterisation of the uncovered material. A robust chronostratigraphy was obtained for the stratigraphic profile, based on performing approximately 20 radiocarbon dating analyses; this helped to date with more precision the arrival of Neolithic communities on Corfu in a context of much lower sea level than today. Micromorphology helped to better understand palaeosoil formation, and the emergence of the Neolithic culture has been accurately dated to around 6450–6200 cal. BCE, while the Mesolithic period spans the period between 7100 and 6600 cal. BCE. In summary, the coastal environments (cliff affected by erosion) of Corfu have provided major palaeoenvironmental information necessary for better dating the transition from Mesolithic to Neolithic across the Mediterranean. The multidisciplinary research conducted over the last decades at Sidari, Corfu, represents another aspect of coastal geoarchaeology dealing with stratigraphy as revealed by the marine erosion of cliffs.

The eastern part of the Adriatic Sea records a high number of rocky islands (mostly situated a short distance from the shoreline of mainland Croatia) where Holocene coastal sediment accumulation occurs in some places only. Until now, few of these lagoons had been investigated for palaeoenvironmental reconstruction purposes. Some of the lagoons that formed on Pag Island (305 km²) were investigated in order to reconstruct past sea-level changes and to identify sedimentary signatures of past seismic events [59]. Archaeological indicators, together with sediment chronostratigraphy from cores, were then used to accurately date the formation of a region-wide submerged marine notch situated 45 to 115 cm below present-day sea level. An age of 1000–1200 cal. CE was obtained based on a series of radiocarbon dating.

3.4. Western Mediterranean (Balearic Islands and Sardinia–Corsica)

The Western Mediterranean reports the most in-depth research dedicated to coastal geoarchaeology, even though the islands situated on the northern coast of Africa (mainly located a short distance from Tunisia) and the Tuscan archipelago remain little studied. One reason for such developed multidisciplinary research can be explained by the presence on the largest islands of a great number of coastal wetlands, which have been investigated simultaneously by both archaeologists and geoscientists.

Based on archaeological evidence, the Balearic Islands were colonized around the mid-3rd millennium BCE [60–62] by human groups probably originating from what is today Catalunya [63]. No evidence of Neolithic culture has been recognized in the Gymnesic nor in the Pythusian islands, creating a unique situation from a geoarchaeological
perspective for the entire Mediterranean. It is also noteworthy that the Balearic Islands are
one of the most widely dated regions in Europe, totalling about 750 radiocarbon dates for
118 sites [64]. Thus, this area of the Mediterranean can be said to provide a great oppor-
tunity to reconstruct, within a precisely dated archaeological framework, the landscape
configuration prior to human occupation and to compare the situation during the period
of the anthropization of the archipelago. The numerous lagoons and coastal ponds located
on Majorca, Minorca, Ibiza and Formentera, offer a unique opportunity to reconstruct
and compare, from island to island, past Human–Environment interactions during the
late Holocene. These comparisons are based on the use of palaeoecological multiproxi-
ies (in particular, pollen identification) derived from borehole studies. In addition, the
pre-anthropic environments have also been reconstructed (representing the lowermost
part of the sedimentary sequence) and help to clearly reveal climate control on vegetation
composition, as well as to evaluate the later effects of human disturbance on these envi-
ronments. Thus, geoarchaeology is a convincing approach to evaluate, at a regional scale
and from a short- to long-term perspective, present-day questions related to the origins of
global environmental changes caused by both natural and anthropogenic factors. In their
concise analysis of the vegetation history of the Balearic Islands, F. Burjachs et al. [61] not
only focused on the main changes in terms of vegetation cover caused by either climatic
forcing (for the pre-anthropic period) or by a mixture of climatic and anthropogenic origins
(since the mid-3rd mill. BCE), but the authors also evaluated the evolution of land-use
and the development of agricultural practices as indicators of changes relating to human
occupation dynamics. To summarize, geoarchaeological research conducted in the coastal
wetlands of the Balearic Islands is relevant for the better understanding of complex en-
vironmental adaptations of landscapes to both natural and anthropogenic forcings from
short- to long-term perspectives, and these studies can also be of great help in comparing
pre- and post-industrial situations. Finally, preservation of coastal wetlands in the context
of rapid urbanization in the Balearic Islands is crucial, both for present-day ecological
studies and in the context of palaeoenvironmental/geoarchaeological interests.

Sardinia and Corsica are thought to be highly connected from an archaeological point
of view as they formed a single island during the Last Glacial Maximum [16]. One aspect
of geoarchaeological research concerns the appearance and spread of agriculture, possibly
from Sardinia to Corsica at the beginning of the Cardial Neolithic culture. Over the last
decade, coastal wetlands (lagoons, ponds and lakes) of Sardinia, the second-largest Mediter-
ranean island, have been investigated to reconstruct a complete history of the landscape
changes, from both palaeogeographical and palaeoecological perspectives [65–67]. On
this point, archaeobotanical information is scarce at a within-site scale, and the few sites
dated from Early Neolithic times only hint at traces of agriculture. One of the challenges
facing coastal geoarchaeology in Sardinia–Corsica is to elucidate major questions related
to the spread of agriculture between the two islands (across the Bonifacio Strait), where
archaeology reveals limited information: the aim of the palaeoenvironmentalist is thus to
improve this knowledge and provide precious information for archaeologists, prehistorians
and anthropologists. Most of Sardinia’s coastal wetlands formed due to the post-glacial
sea-level rise slowdown and the associated deltaic progradation. Brackish sediments con-
tributed to the good preservation of pollen and fossil Non-Pollen Palynomorph (NPP; [68]),
which help to evaluate land use, cereal cultivation and pastoralism in particular. Holocene
landscape reconstruction of the deltaic plains of La Posada (north-east Sardinia) and Tirso
(west central Sardinia), and the coastal brackish lake of Sa Currurica (NE Sardinia) have
helped to evaluate shoreline displacements and provide, in addition, the first convincing
sign of anthropization in a coastal environment detected using pollen investigation. Evi-
dence for Cerealia-type cultivation is recorded in most of the sites during Early Neolithic
times and possibly at the beginning of the Cardial culture, dated ca. 5500 cal. BCE, at the
site of La Posada [66]. At the Tirso and Sa Currurica sites, clear evidence for agriculture is
dated later.
Concerning the Corsican shoreline, this region remained little investigated in palaeoecological terms until the 2010s, and the only studies conducted by M. Reille in the 1980s showed no robust chronostratigraphy [69], which thus strongly limits the archaeological implications. It was only very recently that cores revealing robust chronostratigraphy [70,71] were drilled in coastal wetlands of the island. Pollen investigations could then be discussed in terms of human activities at a high-resolution level. A great number of sites in the southernmost part of Corsica date from Mesolithic to Early Neolithic times [72]. However, few details are known regarding Human–Environment interactions. At Piantarella (situated 5 km SE of the modern town of Bonifacio), a lagoon that formed approximately 7700 years ago revealed pollen that was well preserved for the whole Neolithic sequence [71]. Currently, no site dated from this last period has been identified around the wetland. The first signs of agriculture are evidenced at ca. 5450 cal. BCE with the development of pastoralism (identification of NPPs) within a deforestation context (a strong decrease in Erica taxon that formed the original coastal vegetation of the island), and approximately one century later, cereal cultivation can be observed (Cerealia-type). The palaeoenvironmental results clearly evidence human occupation in an area where archaeological information is lacking. Coastal geoarchaeology in the case of Sardinia–Corsica helps to better define land-use practices related to the first stages of the Early Neolithic period and contributes to a better understanding of the spread of agriculture across the Mediterranean via the islands.

4. Materials and Methods Used to Reconstruct Past Human–Environment Interactions within the Context of Coastal Wetlands of Corsica

Corsica is the fourth largest Mediterranean island and counts approximately two hundred coastal wetlands (Figure 2a,b), which mainly formed during the last six millennia due to the post-glacial sea level rise slowdown [73,74]. Some of these formed due to the deltaic progradation of the main rivers of the island, while others were the result of a combination of particular coastal configuration and Holocene spatial redistribution of sediments by the sea parallel to the palaeoshore (isolation of marine to brackish waters behind a natural barrier). Being subaqueous, wetland sediments do not form soils and do not directly support archaeological sites, although they may incorporate archaeological materials [6]. Their importance lies more in their centrality for palaeoenvironmental reconstructions and in the fact that they are influenced by both marine and terrestrial dynamics of sedimentation, thus necessitating a multiproxy approach. The range of techniques that can potentially be applied to geoarchaeological goals is derived from related disciplines. However, the purpose of geoarchaeology is to select those procedures that will yield the results that are the most adapted to the accurate evaluation of a particular palaeoenvironmental context [7] within the constraints of available financial and human resources.

Field surveys, coring campaigns and laboratory analyses must be discussed as a whole by geoarchaeological teams to reveal how they relate to cross-disciplinary scientific interests, rather than simply determining their usefulness for reconstructing environments exclusively for archaeological purposes. A wide range of specialists is involved in studying sediments to answer questions that may be related to past landscape dynamics and complex Human–Environment interactions.

4.1. Defining a Precise Geomorphological Map Based on Field Surveys

The first step of a multidisciplinary approach that aims to define past landscape configuration in the vicinity of one or several site(s) installed around a coastal wetland is to establish a precise geomorphological map. Firstly, Holocene landforms must be distinguished from Pre-Holocene ones. Clear differences must also be made between terrestrial and coastal features. An essential tool for the creation of a georeferenced geomorphological map, superimposed upon the archaeological layers, is the Geographic Information System (GIS). It is noteworthy that the archaeological context surrounding the wetlands in Corsica is documented thanks to previous regional surveys and excavations. All data have been georeferenced by the local archaeological services (Direction des Affaires Culturelles de Corse–DRAC), and metadata can be easily checked thanks to the free access Patriarche geo-
database web mapping application. The mapping of the sites can then be used in the field to answer multidisciplinary questions related to both local and general landscape evolution.

Figure 2. Coastal wetlands of Corsica investigated for palaeovironmental purposes. (a) Location map of the coastal wetlands (blue circles), and the study sites for the present paper are marked with a green circle. (b) is an oblique view of the Gradugine coastal wetland (eastern Corsica), situated to the north of the Abatesco River mouth. (Credits: M. Luccioni). (c) The vibrocoring technique (Credits: M. Ghilardi).

4.2. Sediment Sampling Techniques

The height of aquifers within coastal environments limits the number of efficient sampling techniques available. Vibrocoring (Figure 2c) is one technique that permits the collection of sediments in airtight tubes, an essential step to avoid contamination of the sampled material. The most appropriate season for collecting samples is at the end of summer when coastal wetlands are generally dry due to very low aquifer levels. Pipe length is 1 m, and in the stable tectonic context of Corsica, the first six meters of sedimentation correspond to the last six millennia. In general, slight sediment compaction is observed when using the vibrocoring method due to the fine-grained material that deposits in coastal wetlands, and this parameter must be taken into account in subsequent depth/age models. Accurate levelling of boreholes is another important step, notably for palaeo sea-level curve reconstruction, and different techniques can be employed, such as Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) or Total station.

4.3. Sedimentological and Geochemical Proxies

Among the different sedimentological methods, granulometry is important since it allows to determine the energy of deposition. Depending on the size of the sediments, different techniques can be employed: when the fraction is below 2 mm in size, LASER
granulometry can be adopted. The preparation of the samples is crucial and includes the removal of both the organic matter and the carbonate contents using different chemical treatments [75,76]. Laser determination of sediment texture is accurate and fast, and different statistics and indexes (mean, mode, sorting index, skewness, etc.) can then be calculated using specific software. When the sediments include a fraction greater than 2 mm in size, the hand-sieving technique (under wet or dry conditions) is generally employed in conjunction with the LASER technique for the fraction below 2 mm.

In addition to sediment granulometry, organic matter and carbonate contents are also measured following standard protocols [77]. Rich organic layers are often encountered in sediments deposited in coastal wetlands, and they generally contain well-preserved bioindicators, such as grains of pollen, plant remains, wood and charcoals.

Geochemical and mineralogical analyses are often used to define the mineral elements composing sediments from coastal wetlands, which helps reconstruct their Holocene sedimentological environmental changes [78]. The geochemical behaviour of trace elements in natural systems may often reflect changes in the chemical, biological and physical conditions of the environment [78,79]. Numerous techniques are employed, with X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) preferred for bulk samples in particular. A more complete technique uses the I-Trax XRF core scanner, which is often used to scan full sections of cores. Measurement intervals show a very high resolution (millimetric) and help to reconstruct with accuracy all the variations of mineral concentrations [80]. In particular, K, Si and Ti are appropriate for evaluating detrital activity [81], and the Ti/Si ratio [81] has also been used to successfully reconstruct the detrital input in the Crovani coastal pond (NW Corsica).

4.4. Environmental Magnetism

Environmental magnetism has mainly been used to study lakes, which have long been recognized as repositories of magnetic palaeoenvironmental information [82]. There are some characteristics in common with its application to coastal wetlands: materials eroded in a catchment basin are subsequently transported and then accumulated into a wetland where generally calm conditions prevail. This makes it possible to identify erosional crises. The deposited sediments exhibit some form of magnetic behaviour, and as iron is one of the most common elements in the Earth’s crust [83], this justifies the need to incorporate magnetic studies into reconstructions of past global changes. Identifying different sediment sources based on their magnetic properties is a possible approach when investigating coastal wetlands [84], in particular, to distinguish between local (colluvial) and regional (river system) origin [85]. Environmental magnetism can also be successfully applied to archaeology, in particular for the detection of buried sites or for the identification of palaeosoils [86]. In general, magnetic parameters are used in combination with other sedimentological proxies such as grain-size distribution in order to evaluate the dependence of the signal compared to the size of the magnetic minerals. Laboratory techniques can be processed fairly quickly and produce a wide range of results dealing with the presence and concentration of magnetic minerals, which can help reveal palaeoclimate events, for example. In Corsica, the geology is largely composed (two-thirds of the island) of crystalline rocks (granites), exhibiting a wide range of magnetic signatures. The magnetic behaviour of all granites and their eroded material can therefore be well characterized.

4.5. Radiometric Measurements

The most common method used to date different sedimentological environments is based on radiocarbon dating. The technique of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) is generally employed for dating small quantities of biological remains contained in the sediments.

The calibration process is another important step, in particular for the marine to brackish fauna, and requires correction of what is known as the “marine reservoir effect.” Although the integration of cosmogenic radiocarbon into the atmosphere is almost immedi-
ate, exchanges with the marine environment and within masses of water are more complex and less rapid. Samples formed in the oceanic mixed layer are generally several hundred years older than their atmospheric counterparts, after proper correction for isotopic fractionation [87]. This results in a diminished content of radiocarbon in marine organisms, and this ageing is called the “reservoir effect.” If a correction is not applied to the samples, the dates of the marine materials will present ageing or an “apparent age” of about 400 years [88]. In order to calibrate the radiocarbon age of a marine sample, it is necessary to apply a correction for regional variation from the marine reservoir age, ∆R, and to calibrate using a marine calibration curve, as first proposed by Stuiver et al. [89] and regularly updated since [90]. For Corsica, the marine reservoir effect is well constrained [91].

4.6. Bioindicators

- Micro and macrofaunal remains

Micro and macrofaunal remains are the best materials for directly determining salinity fluctuation prior to characterizing the type of connection with the open sea and the degree of confinement. Definition of characteristic assemblages for marine, brackish and freshwater environments is therefore crucial to precisely reconstruct the evolution of coastal landscapes. Specialists in the identification of molluscs, ostracods, foraminifera and diatoms are involved in this aspect of the geoarchaeological approach.

- Pollen and NPP identifications

Not all coastal wetlands lend themselves to the accurate, palynology-based reconstruction of vegetation history. In particular, those associated with river deltas can be largely influenced by considerable deposition of older materials originating across the whole catchment area (from alluvial terraces, for example). The procurement of continuous palynological series is difficult in such environments, and the frequent detrital input brings reworked materials via continental and/or marine dynamics. As such, the most appropriate environments for conducting pollen identification of homogeneous sediments (that is, showing no hiatus in sediment accumulation) in Corsica are the lagoons and coastal ponds that formed parallel to the shoreline behind a coastal barrier and were mainly formed by marine-to-coastal dynamics.

The clayey–silty fraction of sediments is generally investigated for pollen grains and determination of NPPs. NPPs record former environmental conditions, allowing to assess trophic stage, moisture conditions, dry phases, pastoral activities, disturbances and erosion within the study area [68]. The aim of identifying pollen is to reconstruct past vegetation composition and to evaluate the direct impacts of past land use and climate changes. Evaluating spatial resolution of palynological data is quite complex since most of the pollen contained in a given sample can originate from very local to very widespread sources due to aeolian processes. The reliability of pollen determination and subsequent interpretation depends on a minimum concentration of pollen grains. To evaluate the direct evidence of cereal cultivation, identification of the pollen of Cerealia-type is the most relevant procedure. However, it must be noted that soil disturbance due to human activities can also be deduced indirectly from the presence of herbaceous taxa (ruderals) concurrent with the opening of woodlands. In addition to cereal cultivation, pastoral activities can be evidenced by the identification of NPPs where generally coprophilous fungi such as Sporormiella or Sordaria are well preserved in the sediments. Again, indirect evidence can be obtained by the identification of nitrophilous plants that are indicative of grazing activities. Over the last three decades in Corsica, coastal wetlands have been intensively investigated to reconstruct vegetation history [69–71,92]. However, it is only during the last decade that robust chronostratigraphy has been used to explore Human–Environment interactions at a high temporal resolution.

- Anthracology and fire signal reconstruction based on microcharcoals

The charcoal concentration in sediments is often regarded as a direct impact of human activities on vegetation cover. Fire is both a natural phenomenon and a human tool, used,
for example, to clear and maintain open agro-pastoral areas since at least the Early Neolithic [93]. Charcoal count and shape are needed on continuous sediment series in order to reconstruct fire signal. The quantification of fire frequency from sedimentary macrocharcoal is a relevant method used to study human impact on ecosystems throughout the Holocene; however, this method appears to be spatiotemporally limited [93]. Microcharcoals are generally studied at the same time as pollen identification. The threshold between the largest carbonized fragments and the microcharcoal size definition ranges from 60 µm [94] to 80 µm [95] and finally to 150 µm [93,96], depending on the type of environment. In Corsica, neither anthracological studies nor fire signal frequency have been conducted in coastal areas. However, this promising field of research is bound to extend into these zones in the near future, as is already the case for the study of Human–Environment interactions in Corsican Mountain areas [95].

4.7. Geophysical Surveys: Imaging the Subsurface and Completing Borehole Stratigraphy

Geophysics is widely employed when investigating subsoil stratigraphy. Among the different methods and techniques commonly applied for archaeometry (geoelectricity, magnetometry, radar, etc.), Electric Resistivity of Tomography (ERT) is quite efficient in coastal environments. This method helps to obtain contrasted values in terms of conductivity/resistivity of the subsurface and is of obvious interest for both archaeologists and specialists of stratigraphy. In general, coastal wetlands are characterized by the accumulation of fine material ranging from clays to coarse sands (and even gravels) and thus exhibit a low resistivity signal. In contrast, the palaeosurface, or margins of the wetland, is composed of harder material such as bedrock or Pleistocene unconsolidated material (fans, scree, etc.), which exhibit high resistivity values. For example, ERT sections established in the Lower Sagone Valley revealed a thick deposition of fluvio-deltaic deposits (low resistivity values) overlying a granitic outcrop, which itself exhibited high resistivity values (Figure 3, [97]). In addition to revealing the main elements of stratigraphy, ERT helps correlate borehole chronostratigraphy by establishing ERT profiles that pass through the core location (Figure 3a). Anomalies that may correspond to archaeological structures embedded within coastal wetland sediments can also be revealed using the ERT method. Indeed, there is a clear multidisciplinary interest in using geophysical methods and techniques for this purpose. The choice of a particular method or technique largely depends on subsoil composition (water saturation, for example) and on expected vertical resolution. Geophysicists, archaeologists and stratigraphers are increasingly adopting a geoarchaeological approach when characterizing both the surface and subsurface of coastal wetlands.

4.8. The Use of GIS for Computing the Multidisciplinary Dataset and for Developing 3-D to 4-D Palaeolandscape Modelling

Starting and ending a geoarchaeological study with GIS may appear to be self-evident: the integration of georeferenced surface and subsurface multidisciplinary data helps to better reconstruct changing landscapes. Two-dimensional information derived from geophysical profiles and borehole stratigraphy is then associated with the accurate dating of the different environments of deposition. In doing so, 3-D and 4-D reconstructions become possible and permit to obtain a precise view of the whole landscape configuration through time, into which local sites can be integrated.
5. Results

Corsica island represents a nice example of coastal geoarchaeological works and can be considered in the near future as a model to follow for the other Mediterranean islands in order to reconstruct interactions between past human societies and environmental changes.

5.1. Palaeogeographic Reconstructions: The Need to Integrate Sites into Their Broader Palaeoenvironmental Context to Enrich Archaeological Knowledge

One of the major challenges of coastal geoarchaeology is the need to reconsider the history of human occupation at a larger landscape scale than that of the site itself. This requires reconstructing landscape evolution using a high chronological resolution in order to enable accurate evolution of the full palaeoenvironmental conditions. To reach this objective, multiple cores and a relatively high number of radiocarbon dating are required to precisely date both the palaeoenvironments and the point of changeover between the main geomorphological sedimentary units (marine, lagoonal, freshwater pond, etc.). Subsequently, chronostratigraphic cross-sections are established, also using geophysical results: the cross-combination of chronostratigraphy and geophysical surveys thus helps to first reconstruct the 2-dimensional sediment features and then to propose a 3-D interpretation of landscape evolution.

Corsica’s most emblematic archaeological symbols are undoubtedly its anthropomorphic menhir statues, which are thought to date from the beginning of the Final Bronze Age (1200–800 cal. BCE). The exact dating of these monoliths is a matter of debate [98,99],
with the Late Bronze Age (1350–1200 cal. BCE) also being proposed. Many questions have arisen concerning the exact significance of these statues, which are made of granite, the predominant rock of the island, and portray human morphology and weapons [100]. Various assumptions have been made suggesting that they represented chiefs of local tribes or that they delineated territorial boundaries or the location of a major road [98,99]. However, it was not until the mid-2000s that specific environmental conditions were proposed to explain the exact location of these menhir statues [98,99,101]. In short, many theories have been proposed and debated concerning their precise origin, location and significance, but with little supporting palaeoenvironmental evidence, even if the presence of water may be a determining parameter. Indeed, most of them are adjacent to springs, river channels and wetlands, and it is thought that the menhir statues may have had a “protective” role in preventing water resources from silting up [98,99].

In the Lower Sagone Valley (SW Corsica), a large deltaic plain formed over the last three millennia [97], even if the present-day landscape configuration indicates no coastal wetlands (lagoons or ponds). Archaeological studies have identified numerous anthropomorphic menhir statues on the west bank of the Sagone River [102], some of which were reused in medieval structures (Figure 4a–c) or otherwise removed from their original location (Figure 4d).

![Figure 4. Archaeological evidence for the occupation of the Lower Sagone Valley. Sant’Appianu Cathedral view (a) with reuse of menhir statues as foundation stones (b,c); Menhir Statue of Apricciani (d).](image)

Palaeoenvironmental research conducted in the mid-2010s [97] was based on coring evidence. A mechanism of rapid deltaic progradation starting ca. 800 cal. BCE was revealed and was probably partly caused by the 2.8 ka BP ongoing climatic deterioration, which provoked the initial large-scale phase of deltaic progradation of large rivers situated on the north Tyrrhenian coast [103–105]. Surprisingly, the coring results also indicate the existence of a freshwater environment on the west bank of the present-day river bed where the menhir statues were discovered (Figure 5). The base of this freshwater environment has not yet been reached (it dates at least from the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, ca. 1700 cal. BCE), but a clear transition from a coastal freshwater wetland to a marine environment has been dated at ca. 1100 cal. BCE (Figure 5 [97]). The complete palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Sagone deltaic plain first aimed to better understand the landscape evolution and then to precisely evaluate changing environmental conditions from the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA) until modern times (Figure 5), with a specific focus on the supposed period of appearance of the menhir statues during the Late (LBA) or Final Bronze Age (FBA).
Palaeoenvironmental research conducted in the mid-2010s [97] was based on coring evidence. A mechanism of rapid deltaic progradation starting ca. 800 cal. BCE was revealed and was probably partly caused by the 2.8 ka BP ongoing climatic deterioration, which provoked the initial large-scale phase of deltaic progradation of large rivers situated on the north Tyrrhenian coast [103–105]. Surprisingly, the coring results also indicate the existence of a freshwater environment on the west bank of the present-day river bed where the menhir statues were discovered (Figure 5). The base of this freshwater environment has not yet been reached (it dates at least from the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, ca. 1700 cal. BCE), but a clear transition from a coastal freshwater wetland to a marine environment has been dated at ca. 1100 cal. BCE (Figure 5 [97]).

The complete palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Sagone deltaic plain first aimed to better understand the landscape evolution and then to precisely evaluate changing environmental conditions from the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA) until modern times (Figure 5), with a specific focus on the supposed period of appearance of the menhir statues during the Late (LBA) or Final Bronze Age (FBA).

**Figure 5.** Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the Sagone Plain from the Bronze Age to Late Modern times. The interpretation is based on the combination of sedimentological data and ERT measurements obtained for the present study, together with the 1970s boreholes drilled for geotechnical purposes.

These results make it clear that a freshwater environment prevailed before marine ingression dated ca. 1100–1000 cal. BCE. It is noteworthy that several short episodes of marine incursion had already occurred ca. 1200–1100 cal. BCE (FBA), resulting in the deposition of marine-sandy layers in the rich organic clays of the swamp (Figure 6).

In terms of land use, pollen results reveal that the LBA (1350–1200 cal. BCE) contrasts with the MBA in the sharp decline of both cereal cultivation and pastoralism (Figure 6) around 1350 cal. BCE. Pollen and NPP data (Figure 6) clearly suggest a phase of less human occupation at the end of the Middle Bronze Age and spanning the entire Late Bronze Age. However, the freshwater-coastal pond existed during both periods and thus cannot be used as an environmental argument to explain a sudden change in social organization.

The case study presented here for the Lower Sagone Valley landscape evolution demonstrates the necessity to investigate archaeological questions by adopting a geoarchaeological approach. On this point, it is important to note that continuity of the human occupation is attested at the same location from the Recent Bronze Age until the medieval times and thus obviously indicate that the environmental (topography and specific landscape) configuration played a major role in the installation of sites.
In terms of land use, pollen results reveal that the LBA (1350–1200 cal. BCE) contrasts with the MBA in the sharp decline of both cereal cultivation and pastoral activities, with lower evidence during the LBA and FBA. Indeed, cereal cultivation appears during the MBA, but there is no evidence of this activity during the LBA and FBA based on the study of bioindicators (Figure 6). In this case, palynology has helped identify a clear human presence during the Bronze Age, despite the lack of known archaeological sites in this area. Taken together, the palaeogeographic reconstruction and vegetation history of the Sagone coastal plain reveal a completely different landscape configuration than today’s and help to define past territories, in particular those of the Bronze Age. Questions regarding the environmental conditions that prevailed during the probable installation of the menhir statues (presumed to date from the beginning of the FBA) deal with the existence of a freshwater wetland threatened by post-glacial sea-level rise and by frequent brief episodes of marine incursions. The latter may have altered water quality during the LBA. The subsequent increase of salinity may well have provoked a reduction in the size of the freshwater wetland, and at the same time, would have compromised the cultivation of crops, as is suggested by the decrease in Cerealia-type pollen, which began towards the end of the MBA [97]. To summarize,
palaeoenvironmental research conducted in the Sagone coastal plain posit the installation of the anthropomorphic statue menhirs in close proximity to a freshwater water resource, presumably under environmental threat (alteration of water quality due to frequent haline inputs), and thus agree well with recent archaeological theories [98,99]. The geoarchaeological approach adopted here was conducted at the scale of the palaeo-landscape feature (wetlands) and significantly contributes to enriching archaeological knowledge. It is evident that archaeological questions regarding present-day landscape configuration cannot be solved by archaeology alone, which justifies the need for a multidisciplinary approach based on borehole studies when investigating past Human–Environment interactions.

The eastern coast of Corsica provides another example dealing with coastal geoarchaeology. In this area, several lagoons and brackish ponds are seasonally disconnected from the sea. Both archaeological and historical evidence that could be used to document simultaneous early occupation and land use are scarce. In general, such information dealing with agricultural practices is largely dependent on the discovery of tools during excavations. However, little evidence has been uncovered about past farming activities in this area, even if the coastal wetlands were fertile lands and represented possibilities for cereal cultivation and grazing. As a good example of such geoarchaeological research, the Palo coastal pond (Figure 2a) in the southern part of the eastern plain of Corsica was recently investigated for both palaeogeography and pollen reconstruction [71]. It is the fourth largest coastal wetland of the island, covering an area of ca. 212 ha. The most ancient traces of a site are situated further west, on a hilltop some distance from the shore, and date back to medieval times (Covasina Castle) [107]. Interestingly, there was much speculation around an earlier occupation, dating from Roman times [108], but the negligible archaeological material found in the NW part of the Palo brackish pond could not attest to clear site development. A decision was then made to reconstruct the landscape evolution for the northern part of this coastal wetland and to investigate the existence of possible human presence and land use during Roman times and earlier periods. A borehole was drilled in the northern part of the Palo pond, where surficial archaeological material had previously been identified [108], and pollen studies were conducted on this 3000-year sedimentary sequence [71]. Pollen grain studies together with NPP identification (Figure 7) highlight pastoral activities during the first half of the 1st millennium BCE (corresponding to Iron Age I) as well as intensive livestock breeding during medieval times and under the occupation of the Genoese from the 15th to the 18th c. CE.

Figure 7. Synthetic pollen diagram established for the Palo pond sequence [61]. A period of cereal cultivation is dated to Late Roman times and also corresponds to an increase of ruderal plants and to a decrease in the arboreal taxa. Note the high representation of coprophilous fungi, suggesting intense pastoral activities during the Late Middle Ages and under the administration of the Genoese Republic.
This information is in good agreement with archaeological and historical evidence derived from the occupation of the nearby Covasina castle. However, the idea of a possible human presence during the Iron Age is a novel feature. The most interesting finding was the discovery of crop cultivation during Late Roman times in the northern part of the Palo pond, where archaeological material was discovered a short distance (about 1 km) away to the NW. Very recently, in 2020, archaeological surveys were conducted at the Chiarata site (situated 3 km to the NW of the coring site), and the associated excavations revealed the presence of buildings made of rounded cobbles and the bases of two earthenware dolia (Figure 8), which have been dated to Mid-to Late Roman times. This discovery suggests the storage of goods associated with agriculture. On this point, archaeological findings confirm palynological results.

![Aerial view of the Chiarata site where the bases of dolia were discovered in 2020 (credits: INRAP).](image)

**Figure 8.** Aerial view of the Chiarata site where the bases of dolia were discovered in 2020 (credits: INRAP). Accurate dating of these archaeological vessels used for the storage of goods has not yet been defined, but they can reasonably be attributed to the second half of Roman times. The existence of these earthenware storage containers supports pollen investigations indicating cereal cultivation during Late Roman times.

### 5.3. Geoarchaeology as a Tool for Debating the Role of Climate Changes and Associated Environmental and Societal Impacts: A Case Study from the Holocene RCC Events

The Holocene spans the last 11,700 years and is regarded as a period of generally warm climate conditions following the last glacial and late-glacial periods. However, a series of abrupt climate changes known as the Rapid Climate Changes (RCCs) [109] or Bond [110,111] events are associated with increased aridity and/or colder temperatures and have been evidenced notably in the Eastern Mediterranean. During the last decades, these “abrupt” climatic alterations were thought to be a major cause of the collapse of ancient civilizations, leading to the development of the concept of collapsology [112,113]. Environmental and climatological determinism has since been widely adopted and is strongly based on the over-interpretation of geosciences data. By definition, little consideration is given to human resilience strategies by collapsologists, despite the important research done by Human Sciences specialists (archaeologists, anthropologists, historians, etc.) to point out the adaptation of past human societies to changing environmental crises. In particular, climatic changes, such as droughts, are considered as determining events for abrupt changes in societal organization. Among the different droughts recorded during the Holocene, the 8.2 [114], 4.2 [115,116] and 3.2 [29,30,117,118] ka BP RCC events have been investigated over the last decades for their impacts on past human societies, mostly in the Eastern Mediterranean. The literature on this topic is relatively abundant, in particular, for the Eastern Mediterranean [29] and the Levant [30].
However, little attention has been paid to the Western Mediterranean and, in particular, to the insular environments. Over the last few years, important research (part of the CNRS research programme MISTRALS) has been conducted in the coastal wetlands of Corsica to attempt to identify specific sedimentary signatures and societal responses to these climate events. On the western coast of the island, the coastal ponds of Canniccia, Girolata and Crovani (Figure 2a) have been the focus of attention, and evidence of high detrital input has been recorded by reconstructing their sedimentary history. All these sites confirm that around 1350–1100 cal. BCE (Figure 9a–c), a phase of thick deposition of terrestrial sediments occurred due to increased runoff which reinforced the alluvial/colluvial activity. For approximately two and a half centuries, intense wet conditions (episodes) were observed in Corsica, while during the same period (300 years) in the Eastern Mediterranean, a contrasting arid phase is evidenced [30,118]. All the palaeoenvironmental records derived from borehole sequences obtained in western Corsica suggest a phase of important detritism on the western coast around the 3.2 ka BP RCC event. It is noteworthy that, in southern France, similar terrestrial input has been observed in the Rhone valley [119] and in the northern Pyrenees [120]. This appears to confirm that an “abrupt” regional climate change affecting the Western Mediterranean can be identified and linked to the strengthening of sediment accumulation in river valleys and coastal ponds. The climate mechanisms of this strong terrestrial input remain largely unknown. Nonetheless, the societal responses to these natural phenomena must be taken into consideration, rather than systematically assuming a non-resilience to the changing environmental conditions.

Figure 9. Core chronostratigraphy for Crovani (a), Girolata (b) and Canniccia (c) sites. sedimentological (laser granulometry and organic matter content), geochemical (C/N and Ti/Si rates) and magnetic (magnetic susceptibility at low frequency) parameters were included.
It must first be noted that the increase of rainfall provoked detrital input into the coastal wetlands of Canniccia, Girolata and Crovani and reinforced the alluvial activity (the Taravo River in the case of the Canniccia Pond; Figure 9c).

It is noteworthy that this sediment deposition is not homogeneous and reveals at least two major phases of sediment input around the 3.2 ka BPP RCC event (Figure 9), which clearly indicates that multiple climatic events impacted the sedimentation processes. Indeed, the chronostratigraphy derived from \(^{14}\)C dating of peat material is quite well constrained: detritism starts at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age and lasts until the beginning of the Final Bronze Age, with the highest peak recorded between 1300 and 1200 cal. BCE (Figure 9a–c). However, uncertainties concerning radiocarbon (uncertainty about radiocarbon dating is around 100–200 years and does not allow for precise comparison between archeological and paleoenvironmental data and the “plateau effect” of the calibration curve) mean that it is not always possible to accurately date these peaks of reinforced detritism when comparing all sites. Thus, the timeline of a climate event may differ from site to site.

Following this, the main task is to determine the origins of erosional processes rather than to strictly base any interpretation of sediment accumulation as a direct consequence of a “sudden” rainfall increase. It is essential to avoid any form of climate determinism that could be exclusively related to the interpretation of palaeoenvironmental data. From a cultural point of view in Corsica, the transition from the Mid- to the Late Bronze Age is characterized by an important societal reorganization of territories [121]: the Middle Bronze Age was a period marked by the development of Castelli and Torre (castles), fortified hilltop sites overlooking adjacent river valleys. These structures were often associated with large buildings for the storage of goods, including grains and seeds. Pollen analyses have confirmed that the MBA was a period of sustained agriculture based on cereal cultivation along valleys situated close to the Corsican shore: this is evidenced by pollen records obtained in the Lower Sagone Valley (Figure 6) and also in the Saint-Florent [71], Girolata and Crovani areas. Towards the end of the MBA, these “castles” were abandoned and sites of human occupation dispersed during the LBA. The menhir statues in several river valleys of the island probably appeared later. The changing strategy of human occupation during the Mid- to Late Bronze Ages involved deforestation followed by cultivation and overgrazing. This had a direct impact on the exposure of the soil on slopes and thus enhanced erosional processes. During this pivotal societal upheaval at the end of the MBA, episodes of heavy rainfall (which probably affected the whole Western Mediterranean) provoked considerable erosion and led to high detrital accumulation in the lower river valleys and, ultimately, the coastal wetlands. The trigger for this detrital crisis, which is observable at a regional scale for western Corsica, must be seen as a succession of complex societal parameters followed by particularly wet climate conditions rather than as the result of the unique climate forcing alone. These societal parameters require further documentation in the future, based on additional site studies. Our study clearly highlights that the regional climatic alteration lasted for 2.5 to 3 centuries at the end of the MBA and that the appearance of the menhir statues seems to be related to specific climate conditions associated with the very wet climate conditions of the LBA and the beginning of the FBA. We thus hypothesize that coastal wetlands represented an important water resource that was subject to constant environmental threats (marine incursions, see Section 4.1, detrital input, etc.), and as such, were probably a matter for conflict between human groups. On this last point, geoarchaeology employs an original multidisciplinary approach enabling us to better understand the mechanisms of environmental changes caused by both natural parameters and societal behaviours.

6. Discussion/Conclusions

This paper highlights the interest of studying Human–Environment interactions at a larger scale than that of the sites of occupation themselves and takes into account the fact that the latter were evolving both in time and in the wider geographical/geomorphological/
geological contexts. Several case studies from Corsica island are presented here and have demonstrated the necessity to reconsider the geographical scale of study in a coastal environmental context. It is noteworthy that geoarchaeology is not directly dependent on sites of human occupation, thus minimizing taphonomic bias. Geoarchaeology adopts a multidisciplinary approach that aims to reconstruct both landscape changes and anthropogenic actions on environments, but which also examines global societal responses. Coastal geoarchaeology is based on the identification of geographical/geomorphological/geological features along palaeoshorelines, which are common to several sites at a regional scale. In particular, the study of coastal wetlands that were influenced by both continental and marine dynamics of sedimentation has demonstrated the need for a multidisciplinary approach. Indeed, these areas provide a unique opportunity to study geographical and geomorphological systems that were first occupied as early as the Neolithic period in Corsica and Sardinia, for example. Studying complex causalities of environmental impacts and societal responses is a challenging task, and the different case studies presented herein indicate that the notion of socio-environmental transformation of landscape deserves to be broadened. This involves precisely describing the relationships between societies and their environment (including climate) at the local and regional levels. Future discussions should consider a succession of factors in time rather than a mixture of both natural and anthropogenic forcing.
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